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Corporate Overview
The Corporation has experienced a great deal of change in 2020, with more to come. In order to
rebalance workload and prepare Central Elgin for the future, departments were reorganized into new
areas of responsibility:
Asset Management & Development
Corporate Services
Finance
Fire and Rescue Services
Infrastructure & Community Services
Additionally, as part of our Technology Transformation modernization initiatives, the budget was
reorganized into service areas, as well as being transitioned from multiple Excel workbooks to an
integrated database and electronic format. The format still uses Excel, but in a single integrated
workbook. This transition speaks to two of Council’s strategic directions – Conservation and appreciation
of our natural environment AND Adequate, sustainable and affordable infrastructure.
If Council is to make future decisions based upon Levels of Service, the budget needs to be structured in
a way that serves those decisions. It needs to ensure that committed funds are appropriately accounted
for before reserves are considered as a source of funding. It needs to be designed so that adjustments
made during deliberations are not caught in one spreadsheet but missed in others. This budget format is
designed to do those things.
This budget was prepared as a collaborative joint effort between functional operations Managers and
Directors throughout the organization. Internally, this is a notable achievement of change management
under the leadership of the CAO.
The driving force in the 2020 budget is the responsible maintenance of existing infrastructure and
services within the confines of the municipality’s fiscal reality, meeting the demands of a growing
population, and the demands of increasing provincial regulation.
It is important to keep perspective in mind. Central Elgin’s total property taxes are less than the single
line item of Non-medical Supplies for the 157 bed St. Thomas Elgin General Hospital in the pre-COVID
world of 2016. If you consider all of the types of taxes that people pay, municipal taxes are a much lower
burden than taxes that are charged primarily by at-source deductions, such as HST or income tax. Our
current tax structure places a significant demand on the services to be covered by municipal taxes.
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Departmental Areas of Responsibility
Aspects of certain services, such as Parking and Facilities, cross functional areas of responsibility.
Examples are where parking revenues pay for beach maintenance and where facility leases are managed
by Corporate Services. The service areas are listed under their primary functional area below.

Corporate Services
The Corporate Service area encompasses the following services:
Administrative Support Services
BIA
Cemetery Maintenance
Conservation
Governance
Policing

2019 Operating Highlights
In 2019 Council completed its Strategic Plan setting out the goals and projects that Council will
accomplish over its term and the timeline to do so. Corporate Services co-ordinated the development of
the plan including the facilitated workshops led by Bill Winegard in the summer of 2019.

The Ward Boundary Review was launched in 2019. The consultants, Dr. Robert Williams and Watson &
Associates met with members of Council and hosted a public open house to invite public input in the
process. The final public meeting was to be held in April 2020, but was delayed by the COVID-19
pandemic. This public meeting is tentatively rescheduled for September 2020.

The updating of the Port Stanley Heritage Conservation Study commenced in 2019 with the consultant
reviewing the previous study with the Study Steering Committee. The consultant updated the study to
reflect tribunal decisions and more recent best practices. Again, COVID-19 has resulted in cancelled
Steering Committee meetings.

An Affordable Housing Strategy was adopted by Council at the beginning of 2020. The strategy was
developed by Tim Welch Consulting, scoping the previous study that the firm had done for the County of
Elgin and the City of St. Thomas to include specific strategies for the Municipality of Central Elgin. With
the potentially significant economic fallout from COVID-19, the impact on Central Elgin’s housing market
is currently unknown.

At year’s end, the draft land use proposals for the Port Stanley Harbour Secondary Plan had been
recommended by the Steering Committee and approved by Council for public presentation in January
2020.
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2020 Key Initiatives
With the Province of Ontario adopting a new land-use planning Provincial Policy Statement earlier this
year, work on the Official Plan Review can move forward. Watson & Associates are now developing the
twenty year population projections for the Municipality. It is expected that the public engagement
component of the Official Plan Review will commence in September, however timing and the methods
of engagement may be impacted by COVID-19.

Staff are working towards timing that will enable Council adoption of the Port Stanley Secondary Plan
by year’s end. Zuzek Inc. is now carrying out a hazard analysis associated with water levels on Lake Erie
and lands adjacent to Port Stanley Harbour. Included in this analysis will be modelling associated with
climate change. Following completion of this work, recommendations will be incorporated into the
Secondary Plan documents which will be presented in the final stage of public engagement, including
the statutory public meeting prior to adoption.

Prior to year end, it is anticipated that Council will be making final decisions of the Port Stanley Heritage
Conservation District Study, recommendations contained in the Affordable Housing Strategy, and the
Ward Boundary Review.

Staff are recommending that Council move forward with a Waterfront Plan for the public spaces
adjacent to Port Stanley harbor. The Plan will implement policies within the new Port Stanley Harbour
Secondary Plan and Official Plan. In 2020, it is proposed that the Municipality undertake the
procurement process and select a lead consultant to commence the project in 2021.
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Asset Management & Development
The Asset Management and Development Services area encompasses the following services:
Asset Management
Building Permit and Inspection
By-law
Facilities
Planning and Development

2019 Operating Highlights
Last year was an extremely busy year for building and development in Central Elgin. A number of new
developments either received approval or moved forward into the development stage after approvals
were obtained. These developments have moved away from the look that the municipality has seen in
the past with the majority of housing being single family residential to developments that will be
providing a range of housing types including Medium Density as well single family detached housing.
This provides choices of housing stock to residents.
2019 proved to be an extremely busy year for new housing and structures. Permit values increased by
almost $14 million in 2019 when compared to 2018. In 2018 the total permit value of structures
constructed was $41.22 million. In 2019 the total permit value of structures constructed increased to
$55.15 million. This represents an increase in permit value of approximately 33% for 2019. New
housing starts increased from 89 in 2018 to 127 in 2019. The total number of permits issued for all
projects increased from 345 in 2018 to 403 in 2019.

2020 Key Initiatives
With respect to Asset Management, there will be a strategic focus on verifying and updating the
municipality’s asset registry and valuation. Levels of Service for Roads, Water, Waste Water and Storm
Drainage Assets will be developed and presented to Council for adoption. Levels of Service will review
risk to the public with a goal to strategically plan infrastructure replacement with the goal of maintaining
existing Levels of Service while being mindful to life cycle costing and Return on Investment.
Development Services is still busy as a result of proposed future development. Currently there are 7
residential developments that are in the review/approval and/or site servicing stage. These
developments require staff resources for plan review and approval, and onsite inspection of services to
ensure quality construction of infrastructure the municipality will assume ownership of.
Building Services prior to the Covid-19 remained busy from what we experienced in 2019. With the
onset of the Covid-19 pandemic, building applications have slowed marginally but applications are still
being received for new housing as well as renovations. Covid- 19 may have an impact on new housing
starts however the magnitude of that impact is not known. We would note that some of the
developments that are currently underway are proposing the construction of Medium Density units
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through the construction of “low rise” buildings. These structures will assist Council in meeting their
strategic initiative of offering a range of housing types within the municipality.
With the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic, there is significant pressure on the Bylaw Enforcement
services of the department as we are being required to enforce the restrictions that are being put in
place to protect public safety by the Province of Ontario through the Emergency Management and Civil
Protection Act. To satisfy these obligations, the municipality brought their seasonal bylaw officers on
board 6 weeks earlier and increased the staffing compliment from 3 to 4 persons. Bylaw Enforcement
service demands are somewhat unknown at this time as the developments regarding Covid-19 and the
regulation that precipitates from the pandemic is very fluid.
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Finance
The Finance area encompasses the following services:
Administrative Support Services
Financial Services
Information Technology Services

2019 Operating Highlights
The Finance area has begun a technology transformation program to modernize processes and software
systems. This is a multi-year, multi-project initiative that will improve the organization’s business
processes and operational efficiency as well as help staff meet the demands for information and online
services. The first milestone, testing and implementation of Robotic Process Automation (RPA) within
the software Laserfiche to automate the Accounts Payable process, has been completed. The new
process has departmental spend visibility, improved workflows, enhanced internal controls, and robust
approval routing.
The most significant jobs completed in 2019 by IT were:




Replacement of the Microsoft Exchange Server (existing operating system and exchange
platform were at end of life)
Computer/Laptop operating system upgrades to Windows 10
Implementation of Laserfiche accounts payable workflows

2020 Key Initiatives
A deep-dive into certain organizational processes has begun. This involves improving how we use our
existing software, integration opportunities, data clean-up, process rationalization, automating paperbased processes, and enhancing internal controls. It includes eliminating data gaps and duplication of
effort across the organization. The Business Process Redesign project will result in relevant reporting by
service area for both budget development and management KPI purposes. The project crosses all
operational areas, including appropriate data parameters for asset management that will inform longterm financial planning for the most effective use of taxpayer funds.
Also contemplated is a review and potential rebuild of the Chart of Accounts to facilitate improved
operational management and reporting, implementation of Asset Management tools that integrate with
the General Ledger, and enhanced on-line services.
There is an organization-wide focus on using modern tools. Fire and Rescue Services has implemented
Voyent Alerts https://voyent-alert.com/. Corporate Services has implemented a community
engagement tool called “Bang the Table”. The result can be viewed at www.letstalkcentralelgin.ca.
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Fire and Rescue Services
The Fire and Rescue Services area encompasses the following services:
Fire Protection and Marine Rescue
Public Education, Fire Prevention and Enforcement
Beach Rescue
Emergency Management and Planning
Training

2019 Operating Highlights






Final design of Port Stanley Fire Station #1
Hired 14 new Recruits
Design and build Training Facility
Purchase of 2014 Aerial to serve all of Central Elgin
Received delivery of 2019 Pump 31 Yarmouth Ctr. #3

2020 Key Initiatives




Award tender and begin build of Port Stanley Fire Station
Continue to monitor Provincial orders pertaining to COVID
Develop and implement virtual training initiatives for Firefighters
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Infrastructure & Community Services
The Infrastructure and Community Services area encompasses the following services:
Arenas
Beach Maintenance
Harbour
Municipal Drains
Parks
Recreation
Roads
Solid Waste
Wastewater
Water

2019 Operating Highlights
The Infrastructure and Community Services Department (formerly Physical Services) has undergone
restructuring of the department in 2019. The department retains the majority of its core operations,
but administration of development and asset management has been re-assigned to the Asset
Management and Development Department.
In May of 2019, the Municipality’s contract with its solid waste contractor expired. Solid waste
collection was brought in house and is currently being completed with Central Elgin staff. Two side load
trucks were purchased from the equipment reserve and one rear load truck is being rented on a
monthly basis. Five additional unionized staff have been hired on a trial basis to operate this service.
Water billing was brought in to the department in January of 2019, as well as approximately 900
additional customers in the St. Thomas suburban area (Lynhurst & Eastwood) that were formerly billed
through the City of St. Thomas and Entegrus.
Other 2019 highlights









Lighting installed along the East and West Harbour walkways in Port Stanley
Phase 2 of the Old Lynhurst Project was completed
State of the Infrastructure Report and Asset Management for Roads was completed by 4 Roads
Management
George Street in Port Stanley was re-constructed to a new urban profile in co-operation with the
Kokomo Development
Municipal Class Environmental Assessment underway for the stabilization and reconstruction of
Front Street.
Municipal Class Environmental Assessment underway for the servicing of Union with Sanitary
Sewer
New watermain installed on Dalewood to service the Dalewood Campground
Webber Bourne reconstructed from Dalewood to Highbury Ave.
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2020 Key Initiatives
2020 will be a particularly challenging year dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic. Construction projects
have been delayed, arenas were forced to close early, parks and beaches closed indefinitely. Even with
Federal and Provincial restriction beginnings to be relaxed, there is still much uncertainty as how the
coming months will play out and how this will affect operations. Completing regular operations in a
world of social distancing is presenting a challenge and will lead to less efficient operating conditions
during the pandemic.
Key Projects in 2020 include:




















Southdale Line Bridge Rehabilitation – if work is not completed in 2020 further load restrictions
will be placed on the bridge.
Catfish Creek re-alignment at the Southdale Line Bridge – the creek is threatening the west
bridge abutment and needs to addressed
Southdale Line Reconstruction – Southdale Line is being reconstructed west of Sunset including
new watermain, sanitary sewers and an urban cross section with sidewalk.
Reconstruction of Hill and High streets to an urban cross section as well as sanitary servicing to
Hill, High and Larry Streets.
Turvey Park (Lynhurst) – a new skate park will be constructed as well as a new playground
Water distribution models will be completed in Belmont and Port Stanley to identify
improvements
Installation of 300 new water meter radio transmitters to the rural water customers will help
staff have easier access to meter reads
Crosswalks – 4 in Port Stanley and 1 in Belmont
Trail Development in Belmont that will link the path east and west of Main Street under the
bridge.
A trunk sanitary sewer will be extended on Sunset to East Road which will service the Fire
Station and the Union area in the future
The existing large diameter culvert on Harrison Place in Port Stanley will be lined and extended
A new soccer field will be constructed at Don Yeck Park in Belmont
New Sidewalk on the north side of Elm Street between Elmwood and Centennial Ave.
Road Resurfacing program as per the recommended funding levels in the State of the
Infrastructure Asset Management for Roads report
Replacement of the Ice Resurfacer at the Belmont Arena
New 4 year collective agreement was established early in the year between the Municipality and
CUPE Members
Harbour waterfront Re-development plan will identify key amenities around the waterfront in
Port Stanley
Installation of new street lights in Sparta
Solid Waste Collection schedule moves from a 5 day to 4 day rotation Tuesday to Friday.
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Notable Omissions from the 2020 Budget;






Lynhurst Phase 3 – the project is currently designed and tender ready, however, the
Environmental Compliance Approval has not yet been granted by the MECP. The cost for this
project is roughly $2,000,000. Staff is suggesting this project be delayed until 2021 so that the
resurfacing program can move forward as recommended in the State of the Infrastructure
Report and the Southdale Line Bridge can be rehabilitated so that the bridge can maintain its
current level of service. Delaying the Lynhurst project will not reduce the current level of
service on Crescent Avenue. Further, being as it is late in the year already and the tendering
would not be completed until the end of June, it is unlikely that we will receive the most
competitive pricing. Many excavation contractors in the area are already behind in their
commitments due to COVID-19.
Eastwood Park – A concept plan has been developed for Eastwood Park after consultation with
local residents. Construction for the walking trails, multi-use courts and other amenities is
suggested to be delayed until 2023, until other priorities such as the Southdale Line Bridge,
Lynhurst Phase 3 and Front Street are completed.
Water Meter Replacements – discussion around the replacement of aging water meters has
taken place between staff and council over the past couple of years. The current meters are due
to be replaced and efficiencies can be gained by doing so, however, with COVID-19 complicating
installations, it is recommended that this be delayed.
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Overall Budget Planning Considerations
Commitments
A number of projects have been approved by prior budgets or prior Council resolution. These projects
are underway or remain planned for completion.
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Reserves
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Debt Capacity Impact
The municipality’s debt repayment for the next ten years is as follows:

Projects which anticipate the issuance of additional debt include the replacement of the Port Stanley
Fire Station.
Central Elgin’s Annual Repayment Limit for 2020 is $1,242,008. This means that there is capacity to
repay $1.2M annually as debt charges. The limit allows the municipality to borrow at whatever
combination of amount, term, and interest rate that is under this annual repayment amount. For
example, the municipality could borrow up to $15M on a 20-year term at a 5% interest rate.
Debt permitted for the fire station is estimated to be under $4M. Should COVID19 significantly affect
cash flow, there is the option to fund the $1M for garbage trucks purchased in 2019 with debt. This is
not a recommended option. However, it provides some flexibility for cash flow if required.
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Assessment
Central Elgin has benefitted from steady annual assessment growth over the past five years. This growth
has been used to offset inflationary pressures for operating costs. Central Elgin also has a substantial
base of Farmland assessment. The practice of weighted assessment shifts the burden of farmland
property taxes to all other tax classes, as shown in the charts below. Weighted assessment is a tool to
recognize the excessive burden of a property tax system on a capital intensive sector like agriculture, as
compared to the demands this sector places on municipal services. The province partially compensates
municipalities for this disparity within parameters that are part of the OMPF grant calculations. Average
household income is another parameter of the OMPF grant calculations. That means that provincial
grants are lower in municipalities where the population is considered to be able to afford property tax.
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Financial Planning and Five Year Capital Plan
Developing a municipal budget is a challenging balancing act. There are many operational pressures
which the organization has little control over such as rising hydro costs, policing costs, insurance and
salaries and wage costs that are dictated by union agreements.
To meet provincial standards, the municipality will have to spend substantial time over the next year or
two inventorying all assets including recreation, emergency services and all facility assets which had not
been included in the previous versions of the asset management plan. Departments will then assess
condition, risk, useful life and replacement costs for their assets. All this information will be captured in
our asset management database so as to inform future annual capital budgets and long range planning.
The development of service standards, the capital and operating budgets, as well as the asset
management plan are integral aspects in the ongoing effective and transparent management of the
municipality. Service levels required of municipal assets will drive future budgets.
Currently, the capital budget is derived from the operational knowledge of functional Managers and
Directors. The capital budget in each of the next five years is below in summary and in detail.
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2020 Proposed Tax Funded Budget Summary
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Revenues

Expenses
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2020 Capital Plan
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What’s up, what’s not, compared to 2019

(in thousands)
Taxation

Growth

Reserve Transfers

Capital adjustment

Reserve Transfers

Prior Years

User Fees

COVID19

User Fees

COVID19

User Fees

Prior Years

Other
Municipalities
Licences &
Permits

One Time
COVID19

Central Elgin 2020 Budget

Income from assessment
Taxation & Payments in Lieu
Reduced reserve funding for
fire and roads equipment
required – aerial and garbage
trucks
Developer Contributions used
to fund already built projects
Reduced User Fees – arenas,
beach and parks
Reduced User Fees – building
and planning
Reduced User Fees due to
Municipal Drains not cleared
London share of capital –
Dalewood/Webber Bourne
Reduced building permit
revenue
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$664
$-535

$-737
$-90
$-60
$-1,236
$-551
$-200
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Fines & Penalties

COVID19

Other Revenue

COVID19

Other Revenue

Operating adjustment

Other Revenue

COVID19

Supplemental
Taxation
Rents & Financial
Expenses
Equipment
Charges
Capital, Materials,
Contracted
Services
Contracted
Services
Materials &
Supplies
Salaries

Operating adjustment

Salaries
Salaries
Salaries

Operating adjustment
Operating adjustment
Operating adjustment

Prior Years
Operating adjustment
Capital adjustment

Reduced property tax penalty
and interest
Reduced POA Provincial
Offences Act income and
Court Security Recovery
Sundry income budgeted in
line with years prior to 2019
BIA not budgeted

$-245

Supplemental taxes budgeted
in line with years prior to 2019
Write-offs due to Municipal
Drains not cleared
Full year of equipment
charges for garbage trucks
Net reduction in capital
requests

$-286

Operating adjustment

Increase in OPP invoice

Operating adjustment

Increase in Insurance
Premiums
Customer Service and Asset
Management added positions
Solid waste – full year
Filled vacancies
COLA increase

Growth

$-50

$-90
$-60

$927
$-100
$1,925

$-133
$-30
$-140
$-160
$-60
$-155

2020 Estimated Impact on Ratepayers - Median/Typical Property
Source: OPTA Tax Tools Lower Tier
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Service Areas by Funding Source – Property Tax, Reserves, Grants, User Fees
The following operating and capital expenditures are primarily funded by property tax:

The following operating and capital expenditures are primarily funded by grants, revenue from other
municipalities, parking revenues, user fees, and transfers from the Harbour Reserve.

The following capital expenditures are funded by reserves.
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Service Area Breakdown of Revenue and Expenses
Operating Revenue by Service Area
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Capital Revenue by Service Area
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Operating Expenses by Service Area
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Capital Expenses by Service Area
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Administrative Support Services
Provincial Requirement, Organizational Support

Arena
Council Discretion, Leisure and Culture
COVID19 is expected to impact lower revenues and increased sanitization costs.

Asset Management
Provincial Requirement, Organizational Support, Reporting and Funding Eligibility
This is a new service area.
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Beach Maintenance
Council Discretion, Community Health
User fees in the form of Parking revenue does not fully cover both Beach Maintenance and Beach
Rescue costs.

Beach Rescue
Council Discretion, Community Safety

Building Permit & Inspection
Provincial Requirement, Community Safety

By-law
Provincial Requirement, Community Safety
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Cemetery Maintenance
Provincial Requirement, Community Safety

Conservation
Provincial Requirement, Environmental Sustainability, Safety

County Roads
Provincial Requirement, Shared Service Agreement, Transportation & Mobility

Emergency Management & Planning
Provincial Requirement, Community Safety

Facilities
Council Discretion, Leisure and Culture
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Finance
Provincial Requirement, Organizational Support
This budget falls under Administrative Support Services.

Fire Protection & Rescue
Provincial Requirement, Community Safety

Governance
Provincial Requirement, Organizational Support

Harbour
Council Discretion, Leisure and Culture
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Municipal Drains
Provincial Requirement, Environmental Sustainability

Parks
Council Discretion, Leisure and Culture

Planning & Development
Provincial Requirement, Economic Development

Policing
Provincial Requirement, Community Safety
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Roads
Provincial Requirement, Transportation & Mobility
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Solid Waste
Provincial Requirement, Community Health

Training & Health and Safety
Provincial Requirement, Organizational Support
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